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1. INTRODUCTION
 .For each diagram D finite subset of pairs of positive integers of
cardinality r, the Specht module Sp of shape D is a module of the groupD
ring RS of the symmetric group S over a commutative ring R. Ther r
modules Sp yield the irreducible representations of RS when R is aD r
field of characteristic zero and D is the Ferrers diagram of a partition. The
w xfollowing results were obtained in 11 for Specht modules of column-
con¨ex diagrams over fields of characteristic zero:
v a Littlewood]Richardson type rule for the decomposition of SpD
into irreducibles;
v an explicit basis for Sp ;D
v an explicit Specht series, that is, a filtration of Sp by S -modulesD r
whose composition factors are isomorphic to Specht modules of partitions.
In characteristic zero, it follows from Schur]Weyl duality that analogous
results hold for Weyl modules K , which carry an action of the generalD
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linear group. The goal of this note is to show that the combinatorial
w xmethods of 11 may be used to prove analogous characteristic-free results
for Weyl modules over any commutative ring. The main results are the
 .explicit constructions of a universal basis of K Theorem 3 and a WeylD
 .filtration of K Theorem 1 , a construction dual to that of a good filtrationD
w x4 .
w xAll of the main constructions and methods in 11 for Specht modules
have suitable analogues for Weyl modules. In Section 2 the Young
w xsymmetrizer construction used in 11 is replaced by the functorial defini-
w xtion of the Weyl module as given in 2 . In Section 3, linear independence
is proven using an analogue of the short chain complexes introduced by
w xJames and Peel for Specht modules 6 . Spanning is proven in Section 4
w xusing the analogue of the straightening relation 11, Lemma 9 . The proof
w xof this relation uses the theory of good filtrations 4 , suitably dualized for
this context. In Section 5 the main theorems are proven.
Recently there have been two doctoral theses on generalizations of Weyl
w xmodules of convex diagrams. Mike Klucznik 8 has shown that the Schur
complexes of row-convex diagrams have a presentation by two-row rela-
w xtions. Brian Taylor 13 studied row-convex modules over the letter-place
superalgebra, producing an explicit basis and a straightening algorithm
that uses only relations involving two rows.
2. WEYL MODULES
This section establishes notation and reviews some properties of the
Weyl module K of the diagram D.D
2.1. Diagrams
A diagram is a finite set of pairs of positive integers, viewed as a subset
 .of positions in a matrix. An element i, j g D is called a cell. All diagrams
are assumed to have at most n rows unless mentioned otherwise. Let
 .   ..  .row D resp. col D be the set of cells in the ith row resp. jth columni j
 .of D. Sometimes we view a row resp. column of a diagram as a strictly
 .increasing word that consists of the column resp. row indices of
 .the cells in that row resp. column . The Ferrers diagram of a partition l s
 .  .  .l G l G ??? G l G 0 is the diagram D l s i, j : 1 F i F n and1 2 n
41 F j F l . A skew diagram is the set difference of Ferrers diagrams ofi
partitions. A diagram D is said to be column con¨ex if, for every pair of
 .  .cells i , j g D and i , j must also be in D provided i - i - i . If the1 2 1 2
 .columns of a column-convex diagram viewed as strictly increasing words
are sorted from left to right in increasing lexicographic order, then the
resulting column-convex diagram possesses the following property. Say that
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w x  .a diagram D is %-a¨oiding 12 if there is no pair of cells i , j g D and1 2
 .  .i , j g D such that i - i and j - j and i , j f D and2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
 .i , j f D.2 2
2.2. The Schur Algebra and Weyl Functor
w xWe recall the definition of the Weyl module in 2 . Let F be a free
module of rank n over a commutative ring R. We work in the category of
 .modules over the Schur algebra A F of degree r, which is defined below.r
When R is an infinite field this is equivalent to the category of polynomial
 .GL n, R -modules of degree r.
The divided power, exterior, and tensor algebras of F are graded
 . r  .R-Hopf algebras, with degree r components denoted by Div F , H F ,r
mr  .  .and F respectively. If C is a finite set then let Div F s Div F ,C <C <
C  . <C <  . mC m <C <H F s H F , and F s F . The comultiplication D of the di-
 . mrvided power algebra is an embedding D: Div F ª F with imager
 mr .S rF , the r-fold tensors fixed by the right action of S , acting byr
 .permuting tensor positions. Let E s End F be the R-linear endomor-R
 .  .phisms of F. Define the Schur algebra A F s Div E , with multiplica-r r
tion induced by the isomorphism
S rmr mrDiv E ª E ( End F , 2.1 .  .  .  .r S r
 mr . mrwhere End F denotes the right S -module endomorphisms of F .S rr
 .  mr .When R is an infinite field, A F is the R-subalgebra of End Fr R
 . mrgenerated by the diagonal action of GL F on F , but in general, the
 .  .latter algebra may be smaller. Clearly A F acts on Div F , since Div isr r r
 . mr  .a functor. A F also acts on F due to 2.1 . This induces an action ofr
 . r .  .A F on H F . Suppose that M is an A F -module for 1 F k F s,r k rks  .where r s r q r q ??? qr . Then m M has an action of A F using1 2 s k rks1
 .  .the comultiplication D: Div E ª m Div E . This makes all of ther rk k
 .appropriate multiplication and comultiplication maps into A F -moduler
homomorphisms.
 .  .The Weyl module K F is the A F -module given by the image of theD r
 .A F -module homomorphism d , defined by the commuting diagramr D
Dm ??? mD mrow D .6 iDiv F F .m mrow D .i
i i
6 6
d permuteD
col D . mcol D .6j jH F F .m mmm ??? mmj j
where m and D are multiplication and comultiplication, respectively. It is
not hard to show that any permutation of rows or columns of the diagram
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D does not change K up to isomorphism. If R is a field of characteristicD
zero, the modules K , for partition l with at most n parts, are preciselyDl.
 .the irreducible polynomial representations of GL n .
2.3. Explicit Description of Weyl Modules
We now translate the above functorial definition of K into an explicitD
description as the span of certain elements e indexed by fillings T of theT
diagram D. These spanning vectors differ only by constant integer multi-
ples, from those produced by the obvious Young-symmetrizer construction
 .of a GL n -module for a diagram D that generalizes the definition of
w xSpecht module used in 11 .
 4Let F have fixed ordered basis f : 1 F i F n . Let T be a filling of thei
w x  4  .diagram D, that is, a map T : D ª n s 1, 2, . . . , n . Denote by m Ti j
the number of occurrences of the letter j in the ith row of T. Define
 . n m i j.the element f g m Div F by f s m f . A basis ofT row D . T js1 ji ii
 .m Div F is given by the elements f indexed by fillings T of Drow D . Ti i
with weakly increasing rows. Let the element T g FmD denote the tensor
 .  .whose i, j th position contains the vector f , for i, j g D. ClearlyT  i, j.
FmD has a basis given by the elements T indexed by the set of all fillings
col jD .  . jjof D. Define the element n g m H F by m H , where ¨ is theT ¨j j
jth column of T read from top to bottom, and H s f n f n ??? n¨ ¨ ¨1 2
w x col jD .  .f , where ¨ s ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ and ¨ g n . A basis of m H F is given¨ 1 2 r i jr
by the elements H indexed by fillings T of D whose columns are strictlyT
 .increasing. The Weyl module K F has a spanning set given by theD
 .elements e s d f , indexed by fillings T of D with weakly increasingT D T
rows.
The elements e have an explicit description that is reminiscent of aT
Young symmetrizer construction. Let S be the symmetric group on DD
 . .   ..acting on fillings T of D by Ts x s T s x for s g S and x g D.D
Let Row be the Young subgroup of S that stabilizes the rows of D. WeD D
compute the map d explicitly. Recall that the comultiplication mapD
 . s  .D: Div F ¬ m Div F is given byr rks1 k
D f s f 1 m f 2 m ??? m f s , . u u u u
1 2 s .u , u , . . . , u
where the sum runs over all distinct s-tuples of weakly increasing words uk
of length r whose juxtaposition u1u2 ??? us is a rearrangement of u. Ink
 . mr  .particular, if r s 1 for all k, then D: Div F ª F is given by D u sk r
 ¨ , where ¨ runs over the distinct rearrangements of u. It is not hard to¨
see that
e s H ,T S
SgT RowD
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where the sum extends over the distinct fillings comprising the orbit of T
under the row group Row .D
2.4. Weyl Filtrations
 .Let M be a module over the Schur algebra A F . Let 0 s M ; M ;r 0 1
 .  4??? ; M s M be a filtration of M by A F -modules. Say that M is ap r i
Weyl filtration if each successive factor M rM is isomorphic to a modulei iy1
of the form K . This is the contragradient dual of the notion of a goodDl.
w xfiltration 4 . One of the main goals of this paper is:
 4THEOREM 1. Let D be a column-con¨ ex diagram. Then the filtration Mi
of K constructed in Theorem 6 is a Weyl filtration, and all of the shortD
chain complexes used to build the filtration are exact and split as R-module
homomorphisms.
The existence of a Weyl filtration is known for the Weyl modules of
w x%-avoiding diagrams 10 .
 4For a module M with Weyl filtration M , define the multiplicity of l ini
 .M, denoted m M , to be the number of indices i such that M rM (l i iy1
K . These multiplicities are known to be independent of the filtrationDl.
 4 w xM 4 , but may not be constant under change of base ring.i
The next result is used for the straightening algorithm in Section 4.
 .LEMMA 2. Let M and M9 be A F -modules with Weyl filtrations suchr
 .  .that if m M ) 0 and m M9 ) 0 then l V m. Thenm l
Hom M , M9 s 0. .A r F .
 4  X4Proof. Let M and M be Weyl filtrations of M and M9, respec-i j
 .tively. Suppose f : M ª M9 is a nonzero A F -module homomorphism.r
<Let i be minimal such that f / 0, so that the induced mapMi
g : M rM ª M9 is nonzero. Let j be maximal such that Im ­ M X , soi iy1 g jy1
that the induced map h: M rM ª M XrM X is nonzero. It follows thati iy1 j jy1
 .  .Hom K , K / 0 for some m and l such that m M ) 0 andA  f . m l mr
 . w x w  .xm M9 ) 0. By 1, Theorem 7.7 and 4, 1.5.3 , l 2 m. This contradictsl
the hypotheses.
2.5. Uni¨ ersal Freeness and Bases
The other main goal of this paper is:
THEOREM 3. Let D be a column-con¨ ex diagram. Then K has aD
uni¨ esral basis consisting of the elements e as T runs o¨er the fillings of DT
 .  w x .such that Q T is D-decomposable see 11 for the definitions .
For the larger family of %-avoiding diagrams D, the existence of a
w xuniversal basis for K 7, 10 and a combinational formula for theD
 . w xmultiplicities m K 12 are known.l D
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2.6. Cyclicity
 .Consider the filling rowfill of D defined by rowfill i, j s i for allD D
 . w  .xi, j g D. The following result is an immediate consequence of 1, 5 .
< <  .  .PROPOSITION 4. Let D s r. Then m Div F and K F arerow D . Di i
 .cyclic modules o¨er A F , generated by the elements f and e sr rowfill rowfillD D
H , respecti¨ ely.rowfill D
2.7. Skew Diagrams
When D is a skew partition diagram, the universal freeness of K andD
w xan explicit construction of a Weyl filtration for K , were given in 3 . TheD
 . w xmultiplicities m D are given by the Littlewood]Richardson rule 9 .l
Remark 5. Tensors of divided powers and tensors of exterior powers
are both special cases of Weyl functors of skew diagrams, and their
w x  .multiplicities are given by Kostka numbers 10, I.6.5 . Let rowshape D
  ..resp. colshape D denote the partition obtained by sorting the sizes of
 . tthe rows resp. columns of D into weakly decreasing order. Write l for
the partition whose Ferrers diagram is the transpose of that of l. Then is
follows that
m Div F s 0 unless l 2 rowshape D , .  .ml row D . /i
i
tcol D .jm H F s 0 unless l 1 colshape D . .  .ml  /
j
3. JAMES]PEEL COMPLEXES
The goal of this section is to prove the following result.
THEOREM 6. Let D be a column-con¨ ex diagram. Then K has a WeylD
 4  .filtration M and an A F -module epimorphismi r
6
M rM K .[ [i iy1 DshapeQ..
i D-decomposable
tableaux Q
This filtration is obtained by piecing together carefully chosen short
chain complexes of Weyl modules. We now give a general construction for
w xthis kind of complex, which is analogous to that of James and Peel 6 for
Specht modules.
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 .  .Let D be a diagram, i , j and i , j a pair of cells in D such that the1 1 2 2
 .  . Kpair of cells i , j and i , j is not in D. Define D by1 2 2 1
¡row D j row D if i s i , .  .i i 12
k ~row D l row D if i s i , .  .row D s . i i 2i 1 2¢  4row D if i f i , i . .i 1 2
Define D I by
¡col D j col D if j s j , .  .j j 11 2
I ~col D l col D if j s j , .  .col D s . j j 2j 1 2¢  4col D if j f j , j . .j 1 2
K I w xThese are equivalent to the definitions of D and D in 11 .
 .PROPOSITION 7. There is a short chain complex of A F -modulesr
j p6 6 6 6
K I0 K F K F K F 0 .  .  .D D D
such that j is injecti¨ e and p is surjecti¨ e.
< <  .Proof. Write D s r and A s A F . Let j9 be the A -module homo-r r r
morphism defined by
Div K F .m row D .i
i
6
K K KDiv F m Div F m Div F .  .  .m row D . row D . row D .i i i1 2 4if i , i1 2
6
idmDmid
Div F .m row D .i
 4if i , i1 2
mDiv F m Div F m Div F .  .  .row D . row D .yrow D . row l row D .i i i i i1 2 1 1 2
6
idmidmm
Div F m Div F m Div F .  .  .m row D . row D . row D .i i i1 2 4if i , i1 2
6
Div F . .m row D .i
i
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By direct calculation, the A -module homomorphisms d ( j9 and d Kr D D
 . Kagree up to sign on the generator f of m Div F see Pro-rowfill row D .K iD i
.  .  .Kposition 4 . It follows that K F : K F so that j can be chosen to beD D
the inclusion map.
Let p9 be the A -module homomorphism defined byr
H col jD . F .m
j
6
col jD . col j D . col j D .
1 2H F m H F m H F .  .  .m
 4jf j , j1 2
6
idmidmD
col jD .H F .m
 4jf j , j1 2
col j D . col j D .ycol j D . col j D .l col j D .
1 2 1 1 2mH F m H F m H F .  .  .
6
idmmmid
I I Icol jD . col j D . col j D .
1 2H F m H F m H F .  .  .m
 4jf j , j1 2
6
Icol jD .H F . .m
j
By direct calculation, the A -module homomorphisms p9( d and d Ir D D
 .Iagree up to sign on the generator f of m Div F withrowfill row D .I iD i
 .Icommon value given by the generator e of K F , inducing anrowfill DID
epimorphism p as desired.
Finally, by direct calculation, the A -module homomorphism p( j sendsr
 .Kthe generator e of K F to zero, so that p( j is the zero map.rowfill DKD
The key to the proof of Theorem 6 is the judicious choice of a pair of
 .  .cells i , j and i , j of D such that the short chain complex of1 1 2 2
Proposition 7 is exact. Then such a choice is made for D K and D I, and this
process is continued until all the remaining diagrams are Ferrers diagrams
of partitions. The diagrams that are obtained in this process are naturally
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organized by placing them in a binary tree. A James]Peel tree is a rooted
ordered binary tree Q whose nodes are labeled by diagrams, that is
inductively defined by the following properties. Let D be the root of Q.
 .1. If D has no children then D is the Ferrers diagram D l of some
partition l.
2. If D has a single child D9 then D9 is obtained from D by
permuting rows and columns, and the subtree of Q with root D9 is a
James]Peel tree.
3. If D has two children, then they have the form D K and D I, and
the subtrees of Q with roots D K and D I are both James]Peel trees.
wProof of Theorem 6. Given a column-convex diagram D, in 11, Section
x2 , there is an explicit construction of a James]Peel tree for D whose
collection of leaves is equal to the multiset of partition diagrams given by
the shapes of the D-decomposable tableaux. The desired filtration is
obtained by piecing together the short chain complexes given by Proposi-
tion 7 applied to the nodes of the above James]Peel tree that have two
children.
4. STRAIGHTENING
w xIn this section the straightening relation of 11, Lemma 9 is translated
into the context of Weyl modules. These relations are realized by particu-
lar evaluations of zero maps between Weyl modules.
w xFor the subset A : n of row indices and the filling T of the diagram
D, let D be the subdiagram of cells of D that lie in one of the rows of AA
 .  .and T the restriction of T to D . Let P T and Q T be defined as inA A
w x11, Section 3 . Say that the filling T of D is D-accommodating if
tshape Q T 1 colshape D 4.1 .  .  . .A A
w xfor every subset A : n of row indices. Say that T is D-inter¨ al accommo-
 . w xdating if 4.1 holds for all subinter¨ als A : n .
w x  .Remark 8. In 11, Proposition 11 it is observed that the tableau Q T
 . w xuniquely determines the tableaux Q T for all subinter¨ als A : n . It isA
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 .  .not true that Q T determines the shapes of the tableaux Q T forA
arbitrary subsets A. So a filling T of D is D-interval accommodating if
 . w xand only if the tableau Q s Q T is D-accommodating as defined in 11 ,
that is,
tshape P Q 1 colshape D .  . .A A
w xfor all subintervals A : n .
 .THEOREM 9. For any diagram D, K F is spanned by the elements e ,D T
as T runs o¨er the D-accommodating fillings.
This is proven by a straightening argument. Given two fillings S and T
 .of D, both with weakly increasing rows, say that S - T if word S -
 .word T lexicographically. If S and T are any two fillings of D, let S - T
< < < < < <denote that S - T , where T is the filling obtained by sorting the rows
of T into weakly increasing order. Theorem 9 follows immediately from
the following result.
PROPOSITION 10. If T is not D-accommodating, then there is a relation of
the form
e s c e , 4.2 .T S S
S)T
where c g Z.S
w x  .Proof. Let A : n be a subset of row indices such that 4.1 does not
  ..  . thold. Let n s shape Q T , m s colshape D , and s such thatA A
 .n q ??? qn ) m q ??? qm . We claim that there are s positionwise1 s 1 s
1 2 s  .disjoint weakly increasing subwords u , u , . . . , u of word T whose totalA
length strictly exceeds m q m q ??? qm , with the additional property1 2 s
that if the letter x appears in the ith row of T , then either:A
1. the letter x does not appear in the ith row of any of the words mk;
2. some subword uk contains all of the occurrences of x in the ith
row of T .A
w xBy Greene's theorem 5 there are s disjoint weakly increasing subwords
1 2 s  .u , u , . . . , u of word T of total length n q n q ??? n . These subwordsA 1 2 s
can be viewed as being embedded in the filling T . Suppose the letter xA
appears in the ith row of the subword uk. Then one can simply place all
the occurrences of the letter x in the ith row of T , into the subword uk.A
This forces the above two properties to hold, and weakly preserving the
property that each word uk be weakly increasing. Let Dk be the
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subdiagram of D such that the restriction of T to Dk is the embeddedA
k  .subword u . Consider the A F -module homomorphism f given byr
Div k F m Div F .  .m m< D < row D .yD Di k k
k igA
6
Dm ??? mDmid
kDiv F m Div F .  .m m m< D j row D . < row D .yD Di i k k
k igA igA
6
permute
kDiv F m Div F .  .m mrow D .yD D < D l row D . < /i k k i
igA k
6
mm ??? mm
Div F .m row D .i
igA
6
dDA
K F . .DA
col jDA .  .Let M be the domain of f and M 9 [ m H F . Wej
claim that d (f s 0, for which it certainly suffices to show thatDA
 .  .Hom M, M9 s 0. Now M resp. M9 is the tensor product of dividedA F .r
 .resp. exterior powers, so, by Remark 5 and Lemma 2, it is enough to
 . tshow that r U colshape D , where r is the partition obtained by sortingA
the sizes of the divided powers in M into decreasing order. By construc-
tion, there are s parts of r whose sum is strictly greater than m q ??? qm ,1 s
which is the sum of the lengths of the largest s columns of D . InA
particular the sum of the largest s parts of r are strictly greater than the
 . t  . t.largest s parts of colshape D , that is, r U colshape D .A A
Let ¨ s ms f k m m f i , where w i, is the word obtained from theu wks1 ig A
ith row of T by removing the letters of all the embedded subwords uk.A
  ..We have d f ¨ s 0. It is not hard to show by direct calculation thatDA
this evaluates to the relation  c e s 0, where the coefficients c g ZS S S S
are integers and S runs over the distinct fillings of D such that S and TA A
agree on D y Ds Dk and the restriction of S to each subdiagram DkA ks1
has weakly increasing rows and contains the same letters with the same
. k qmultiplicities as the word u . For each such filling S of D , let S be theA
filling of D that agrees with S on D and agrees with T on D y D . ThenA A
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it is not hard to see that  q c e qs 0. Since the words uk are all weaklyS S S
increasing, this means that T occurs in the sum and all other fillings Sq
satisfy Sq) T. It follows from the construction of the words uk that the
coefficient c of e coming from the multiplication of divided powers inT TA
f, is 1.
5. PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS
wProof of Theorems 3 and 1. By Theorem 9, Remark 8, and 11,
x  .Theorem 13 , K is spanned by the elements e where Q T is D-D T
decomposable. Let T denote this set of fillings T. The Robinson]
Schensted]Knuth correspondence gives a bijection between this set of
 .fillings and the set of pairs of column strict tableaux P, Q of the same
w xpartition shape such that P has latters in the alphabet n but is otherwise
arbitrary and Q is D-decomposable. It is also well known that the
 n.R-module K R is free of rank equal to the number of column strictDl.
w xtableaux of shape l in the alphabet n , for any base ring R. It follows that
< < nT s rank K R . . . DshapeQ..
D-decomposable
tableaux Q
  .4Let M R be the filtration in Theorem 6 over the base ring R. Thisi
construction is functorial in R. Over any field k, one has the inequalities
< < nT G dim K k s dim M k rM k .  .  . .D i iy1
i
n < <G dim K k s T . .  /Dshape Q.
Q
This implies that all the short chain complexes involved in building the
 4filtration M are exact over any field k, and hence exact over Z and spliti
as a short exact sequence of Z-modules. It follows that K is universallyD
free, that the above spanning set is a basis, and that the above filtration is
a Weyl filtration for K .D
Remark 11. In the proof of Theorems 1 and 3, the universal freeness
property of K and the existence of Weyl filtrations for K are only usedD D
in the case that D is a skew partition diagram.
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